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How Was Egypt’s Internet Access Shut Off?
01.28.11
Larry Greenemeier, Scientific American

Egyptians earlier this week took to the Web—Facebook and
Twitter, in particular—as a means of organizing their protests
against Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak’s three-decade-old
government. As of Friday morning, however, there no longer
was much of a Web to take to—at least not in Egypt. In an unprecedented turn of events, at 12:34 A.M. local time in Cairo
five of the country’s major Internet service providers (ISPs) shut
down their connections to the Internet.
Speculation is rampant as to what happened, but the most
credible reports point to a government-ordered shutdown of
nearly all Internet access within Egypt with about 93 percent of
Egyptian networks out of service. One of the only connections
to the Internet that has not been blocked belongs Noor Data
Network, the ISP used by the Egyptian (stock) Exchange.
The shutdown does not appear to be a spontaneous event,
given that the Telecom Egypt, Raya, Link Egypt, Etisalat Misr and
Internet Egypt ISPs each shut down its part of Egypt’s Internet
in sequence an average of about three minutes apart, according
to Manchester, N.H.-based network security firm Renesys Corp.
This sequencing indicates that each of the ISPs may have received a phone call telling them to drop Internet access to their
subscribers, as opposed to an automated system that kicked in
to take down all of the providers at once, Jim Cowie, Renesys
chief technology officer and co-founder, blogged on Friday.
If this analysis is correct, it indicates a level of governmental
Internet control unseen to this point, not even in China, Iran
and Tunisia, which have been accused of manipulating Internet access to quell government opposition. Scientific American
spoke with Cowie, whose company monitors global Internet
infrastructure, to better understand how it works under both
normal and, in this instance, abnormal conditions.

[An edited transcript of the interview follows.]

What exactly happened in Egypt, and how did it come to
your attention?
This is certainly one of the strangest abnormal conditions that
we’ve witnessed in a long time. We study what is known as the
global routing table, essentially all of the address prefixes that
make up the Internet. ISPs keep this information in their routers.
When they need to send traffic to a place, they look up the address
to figure out where to send it. We gather those tables from hundreds of providers, and we watch them in real time to figure out
what’s going on. On January 27, we observed hundreds of providers all over the world suddenly telling us that most of the network
addresses in Egypt no longer existed. It’s not that their paths were
changing a little bit to get better value out of their connection or
engineering around a little cable break or something. It was really
a matter of just disappearing. And it was just Egypt—you didn’t
see networks in the Gulf, India or China go down, as you might if a
submerged cable in that region had been damaged.
Does this shutdown of Internet access into and out of
Egypt resemble attempts by countries such as China, Iran or
Tunisia to control the flow of online traffic?
No, it’s a completely different class of problem. Typically what
happens in countries like Tunisia or Iran or China is people exert
very surgical control over information, they will block particular
domain names, or they’ll block particular Web sites or particular
small networks that host content that they don’t like. When Iran
had its problems after its elections, they slowed down their Internet so they could use it more effectively to control protestors but
they didn’t take it down. Normally, when someone has a problem
on the Internet, it’s a single provider, a single organization, that
gets in trouble or loses a piece of equipment or runs out of power for their generator after a blackout or something. In this case,
within the space of about 20 minutes, all of the largest service
providers in Egypt mysteriously and with no apparent coordination all left the Internet. It’s a completely different signature.
How could something like Egypt’s current situation have
happened?
Clearly there was some behind-the-scenes coordination. The
most plausible scenario that I could think of is that somebody
from the government calls up all their license-holders—all of
these regulated ISPs, telecommunications companies, mobile
service providers—and just has a conversation with them that
says, “Turn it off.” The managers of those companies go to their
engineers, point to their Internet routers and relay the message,
“Turn it off.” The engineers log into those routers, make one or
two lines of configuration change and hit “return” on the keyboard. Thirty seconds later, it’s done.
Although there is no single switch that shuts down the Internet
as a whole, does the incident in Egypt indicate that the Net can be
turned off in small segments?
Think of the Internet infrastructure within any particular country as being an ecosystem. There are a bunch of coordinating
organizations—legal, financial, contractual—that work together
within this ecosystem. If you look at a complex system such as
those in the United States or Canada, you might ask, “How many
phone calls would I have to make to shut it down?” It probably
wouldn’t be possible. Most of the people you would call operate independent of the government and wouldn’t even listen to
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you. In a place like Egypt there’s a lot less diversity in that ecosystem. There were just a few key
providers, they’re all licensed by the government. They have to
do what the government says, and they have to operate within
the law of the local telecommunications regulatory framework.
And so in this case they did what they were asked to.
So the sheer size of the U.S.’s infrastructure works to the Internet’s
advantage, and a shutdown such as the one in Egypt could not happen here?
I’ll speculate. There is no standing legal authority to be
exercised and no kill switch. Probably, the government would
make a request, and an ISP would say, “That’s interesting,” and
send it to legal. Legal would send it upstairs, there would be
consultation, there would be calls back and forth, there would
be injunctions levied, there would be lawsuits, and the ISP
wouldn’t get shut down. This process would take a long time.
If the laws were changed so that there were a clear-cut legal
authority and a plan to control the Internet, then anything is
possible. But I certainly don’t think that the industry in most
countries on Earth would stand to have that kind of power
dangled over their heads. It would do incredible violence to
the companies economically, and it would do even greater economic violence to the country.

Apple explodes in China
01.22.11
Seth Weintraub, 9to5 Mac

Interesting that at two quarters ago Apple was under $2B in
revenue in China. 180 days later, they’ve almost tripled their revenue to $5B. They are going to have to come up with a better
name than hockey stick to describe this uptick.

The network that handles the stock exchange in
Egypt was not affected. What does that mean?
My team is studying exceptions to the Internet blockage; there are a few. We’re trying to figure out what they have
in common. This was the obvious pattern—the Noor Group
did come out basically unscathed. One speculation is that they
got the phone call from the government, and they chose not
to listen. Another speculation says that they didn’t receive the
phone call, because there was an agreement to let them stay
online because they host the stock exchange, among other
things. There’s no way to know at this time really.
What else are you and your team keeping an eye on as you monitor the situation?
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We’re watching very closely to find out what will happen
when, in effect, the whole country has to be rebooted, something that has never happened at this scale before. We’ll see
whether the relationships and networking routes that existed
before the problem are resumed afterward or there are structural changes. I suspect they could bring it back up pretty much
the way it was when it went down. Existing contractual relations—who pays whom and how much—are all pretty much
in place. One significant change could be that companies operating on the Web start looking for ways to diversify how they
access the Web. This could mean creating relationships with
international carriers and even purchasing additional satellite
Internet bandwidth, figuring that they should have one service
provider that is not immediately under government control.

Apple introduces paid subscriptions
for iOS apps
02.02.11
David Chartier, Macworld.com

The big story out of News Corp’s press event Wednesday
morning was, of course, its new publication for the iPad, The
Daily. But a less discussed feature potentially has much wider
implications: Apple’s introduction of paid subscriptions.
So far, there has been no way to charge subscription fees in iOS apps.
It’s a feature that developers and publishers have been requesting for
some time, and only more vocally after Apple introduced the iPad.
Eddy Cue, Apple’s vice president of Internet services, came on stage
to announce the The Daily’s subscription model. After its initial free trial
period of two weeks (sponsored by another Apple partner, Verizon), the
publication will cost $1 per week or $40 per year. Cue didn’t offer many
more details at the event, however, but a change to the iTunes Store’s
terms of service shed some light on the feature and Cue said an announcement about subscriptions for others would be coming soon.
Sensibly enough, Apple refers to this model as “Paid Subscriptions.” The Daily—and soon other publications, according to
Cue—can charge subscription fees for their content over a certain period, such as a week or month. These charges can be set
up to auto-renew, with your iTunes account automatically being
charged no more than 24 hours before the expiration date of
your current subscription period. Your auto-renewal will be dison page
abled, however, if a publication raises its subscription
price.
If you5
Continued

The iPad Now Can Take Command ofComputers
01.19.11
Walter S. Mossberg, Wall Street Journal

It has long been possible to control one PC or Mac from another,
legally and with permission. Though the process can be tricky
to set up, companies often use it as a maintenance and training
tool, and some consumers use it to help others solve computer
problems, or to reach back to their home or office machines
while on the road to access information.
But what about remotely controlling a PC or Mac from the
newest category of digital device, a multitouch tablet? Well, it
turns out there are apps for that.
Such apps have been around on super-smart phones like the iPhone
for years, but phone screens are so small that using them to open and
operate programs and folders on a Mac or PC is very frustrating, at
least to me. The iPad, with its roomy 10-inch screen, is a different story. It
actually has the real estate to make the process much more practical.
I’ve been testing a couple of these apps on my iPad, using
them to remotely control Windows PCs and Macs at my home
and office. In fact, I’m typing this paragraph in Microsoft Word
on a Mac remotely from the iPad.
My conclusion is that these apps do work, but even on the
large iPad screen, they’re too clumsy and confusing to use on
a regular basis, mostly because touch-screen tablets aren’t a
great match for the way traditional computers—designed for
a mouse and a physical keyboard—work. Also, the apps have
some functional limitations, and they are heavily dependent
on the speed of the network or Internet connection, which can
make them slow at demanding things like video.

A view of a Windows PC on an iPad via LogMeIn Ignition.
For my tests, I selected two apps squarely aimed at average
consumers. One is called LogMeIn Ignition, and is the iPad and
iPhone incarnation of a longstanding computer-to-computer
remote-control product called LogMeIn. The other is called iTeleport. It has been around, under various names, since the early
days of the iPhone, and now comes in an iPad edition as well.
Both apps get around the complexity of setup by installing
a special free program on the computer you wish to control
that talks to the iPad app. The apps can see and control all the
computers on which you have installed companion programs. I

found setup easy and the connections generally reliable
and fast enough, except for video.
But the big drawback to these products is that they are
clumsy in controlling the target computer. Each allows two basic methods for this. In one, your finger moves the computer’s
mouse cursor and you click the virtual mouse by tapping. In the
other, you can directly tap on things on the remote screen. In
my view, LogMeIn was better at the first method and iTeleport
was better at the second. But I found both clumsy and tedious
in both programs, especially when I tried to combine controlling the remote computer with the frequent need to use touch
to move the image of the screen around the iPad’s display.
LogMeIn Ignition costs a one-time fee of $29.99. The iTeleport app
can be used free for 30 days, after which it costs either $2.99 a month
or a $24.99 one-time fee. For the next seven days, iTeleport is running
a sale that cuts the price to $1 a month, or $10 for the one-time fee.
Both apps can control multiple Windows or Mac computers,
at no extra cost. For my tests, I used each to remotely access
the same two Windows PCs and two Macs, both desktops and
laptops. One limitation: neither app allows you to transfer a file
from a computer to the iPad.
While there are some differences between the products, they are
fundamentally similar. Once you log in, you see the remote computer’s screen on your iPad screen. In my tests, with both products, I was able to open Web pages, check email, view photos and
use productivity apps. I also was able to print documents from the
computers on my home printer, even while I was miles away.
In both apps, you pinch and zoom to enlarge or reduce the
view of the target computer screen, and can rotate the image of
the screen.
The iPad can’t play Flash videos, but these apps allow you to
view such videos from your PC or Mac on the iPad. But there
are catches. For one thing, neither program lets you hear audio
from the computer through the iPad, so the videos (and music
you play remotely) are mute. Also, in my tests, even over a fast
connection, I could never get a video from the remote computer to play smoothly over either app.
LogMeIn also offers a version for Android, unlike iTeleport, and
that allows audio to be transmitted. I tested this on a Samsung
Galaxy Tab, and it worked.
One big difference is in the level of security or privacy the two
apps offer. Both encrypt the remote connection, but LogMeIn
requires you to sign in twice: once to its own service and once
to the computer itself. iTeleport skips the computer login, so it
feels less secure. In addition, iTeleport outsources its authentication to Google. You sign into the product using your Google
credentials. This is simpler, but requires you to trust Google with
the privacy of the contents of your computer.
Each program has special keyboards and shortcuts to add
things to the iPad that computers use but the tablet lacks, such
as function keys. Each also has various gestures you can use as
shortcuts. But the overall effect is confusing.
Bottom line: You can control a PC or a Mac from an iPad, without any complex setup, using these two apps. But, unless you
spend a lot of time learning to get good at it, the process is
clunky and best used only when you absolutely must.
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TarMac
Tips
Mac Basics:
Closing windows versus
closing programs
02.01.11
by Topher Kessler, MacFixit

Recently we have received a few questions
from Windows users who have switched
to the Mac OS and who have wondered
about some behavior differences between
OS X and Windows that can, at times, result
in frustrating experiences. There are numerous Mac basics that are covered at Apple’s
support site, among other places, but one
area of frustration that seems to be more
common than others (even for relatively
long-standing Mac users) is the difference
between quitting an application and
closing its windows.
MacFixIt reader “Tim” wrote in about
this exact experience: when trying to install the latest version of Office on his new
Mac the process became hung up when
it requested he quit Safari. As part of the
installation, Office will install Microsoft’s
Silverlight Web plug-in and so will require
you to close your Web browsers (even
though this technically is not needed to
complete the installation). As PC users
are accustomed to doing, Tim closed all
Safari windows, but was stuck with Office
still claiming he needed to quit Safari.
Unlike in Windows, when you press the
red button on a Mac’s window it closes
the window only, and generally does not
close the parent application for that window. In a few applications like Calculator,
closing the window will close the application itself, but usually this is not the case.
In the case of Safari and most other applications, when you click the red button
the window closes but the Safari icon in
the Dock has a small white dot under it
that means the program is still open.

This behavior is one of the big differences
between the Mac and Windows, and
does cause some confusion for folks who
have switched. In Windows each window
represents a separate instance of an application, but in OS X each window is best
seen as an open document for a single
instance of one running application (this
is true even for the Finder windows--once
you close them all the Finder still remains
as an active and open application).
To fully quit an application, you need
to send it the Quit command by choosing this from the application menu. The
Application menu will be the same name
as the foremost application that is open,
and is located immediately to the right
of the Apple menu at the top left of your
screen. If you click the Finder the application menu will change to be called Finder,
or if you launch Safari or bring it forward
to be the foremost application then the
name of this menu will change to Safari,
and likewise for any other application.
Another way to quit applications is to
use the Command-Q keyboard shortcut
when the application is in the forefront
(its name is next to the Apple menu).
When you quit an application, all saved
documents (or open windows that cannot be saved) will be closed and the application will be shut down. If a document
contains unsaved changes then the window for that document will be brought
to the front and you will be asked to save,
not save, or cancel (which will halt the
quit process). If you suspect an application has not quit, the best way to check
whether or not it is still open is to see if a
white dot is underneath it in Snow Leopard’s Dock (in prior versions of OS X this
dot is a black triangle).
While the dock will show running
applications, it will also show those
placed in the Dock that are not running.
Therefore, another way to see if an application is running is to open the Force-Quit
window by pressing Option-CommandEscape and checking the list of applications in the window, or by simply pressing Command-Tab to switch applications
(though this can result in inadvertently
switching focus to another application).
Using the application-switcher keyboard
shortcuts, you can quickly quit applications provided they do not have any open
documents with unsaved changes. Just
press the Command key and then press

the Tab key to bring up the switcher. Continue to tap the tab key until
the switcher highlights the application you want to quit, and then immediately press “Q” (keep the Command key
held down) and the program should be
sent the signal to quit.
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Tip: Change click-renaming
speed in the Finder
01.21.11
Topher Kessler cnet Reviews

If you want to rename a file in OS X, you
can select it and then do one of several
things. The first is to press the Return key
and the name will be highlighted for editing, or you can get information on the file
and rename it using the Info window. A
commonly used alternative to these is to
click the name of the highlighted file with
the mouse and after a small delay the file’s
name will be highlighted for editing.
While I have found using the Return key
is the fastest way to switch between selected and renaming mode for an item in
the Finder, there are times when using the
mouse to enter rename mode can be convenient as well. Unfortunately some people
may find when clicking the name that it
takes perhaps a few seconds longer than
desired for the renaming mode to activate.
This issue can be fixed
by adjusting the doubleclick settings for the
mouse (or trackpad). The
time it takes from clicking the name of an item
to when the name gets
highlighted is directly Clicking the name of
a selected file in the
proportional to the dou- Finder should allow
ble-click delay in OS X. If you to rename it.
the delay is set to be long, then it will take
longer from when the file is clicked for it
to go into rename mode. If you set the
double-click speed to be short, then the
delay will be shorter.
As a frame of reference, if you set the
double-click speed to be the fastest, then
when you click a selected file to rename
it the renaming mode will activate almost
instantaneously. However, if set at its slowest, then it will take around 5 seconds for
the rename mode to activate.

Continued on page 6

Managing files with TarMacTips
forward slashes in their
names
02.02.11
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

//////////::::::::????

In the classic Mac OS, colon characters
were used to separate folders in a file
path, but in Unix-based systems the folder separator is a forward slash character.
These characters are prevented from being used in file names because it would
confuse the system when trying to access
the file. When Apple developed OS X, the
use of the forward slash was adopted because of its Unix underpinnings, so in OS
X you cannot include a true forward slash
in a file name.
This may cause some confusion, since
in the Finder you can rename files to
include a forward slash; however, this
is because the Finder converts forward
slashes into colon characters when writing the names to disk. The colon character is fine for use in Unix file names, but
the forward slash is not.
Therefore, despite potential confusion
by the Finder’s character conversions, the
real limitation in OS X is the use of forward slashes in the actual name of files,
which makes sense because this would
cause programs to interpret the file as
being within a directory. Despite this,
there may be rare instances where forward slashes might end up in file names.
In a relatively lengthy Apple Discussion
posting, one user ran into this problem
with a file appearing in his trash folder
that could not be removed because it
contained a forward slash character in its
name. Practically no utility could access
it, since all of them interpreted the slash
to be a folder path instead of a part of
the file name.
The occurrence of this type of problem is very rare, and likely would happen
from the use of alternative operating systems in Boot Camp or other setups that
allow them to directly access and write
to the Mac’s hard drive (without the Mac
OS loaded and running). In this setup,
if the alternative operating system has
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no file name restrictions for the forward
slash character, then the character may
be written to the Mac’s disk without any
conversion such as the Finder converting
a slash to a colon character.
If you run into this problem, unfortunately
there will be almost nothing you can do
within OS X to target the file either for
removal or for renaming. Therefore, the
only way to remove it will be to access
the file using an operating system that
does not have a special use for the forward slash character, such as Windows.
Boot into Windows, install a tool for reading and writing to HFS+ formatted drives,
and then locate the file on the OS X disk
and remove it.

However, it’s fair to assume that
News Corp and Apple may have
worked out a different arrangement in order to make The Daily’s subscription model appealing. Apple’s promised
announcement should tell us what the
subscription model will mean for content
providers, so we’ll have to see if other publishers warm up to Apple’s terms for the
new paid subscriptions feature.

Continued from page 2

Verizon Wireless will begin throttling
the data speeds of customers who use an
“extraordinary amount” of data, according
to a document posted on the company’s
Web site.
First reported by BGR.com, the PDF on
the Verizon site says the new rules will
not affect the majority of the company’s
customers. However, if you are a heavy
data user, you should be aware that your
speeds will drop.
“If you use an extraordinary amount of
data and fall within the top 5 percent of
Verizon Wireless data users we may reduce
your data throughput speeds periodically
for the remainder of your then current and
immediately following billing cycle to ensure high quality network performance for
other users at locations and times of peak
demand,” states the document.
Verizon said it is taking the steps “to
ensure that the remaining 95% of data
customers aren’t negatively affected by
the inordinate data consumption of just
a few users.”
The company doesn’t say how much
data constitutes an “extraordinary
amount,” only that the new rules will affect the top 5 percent. Theoretically, that
means you could be affected one month,
but not the next even though you consume the same amount of data.
In addition to throttling data speeds of
some users, Verizon also described new
“optimization and transcoding technologies” it is implementing in its network to
deliver files more efficiently.

Paid subscriptions
for iOS apps
set up to auto-renew, with your iTunes account automatically being charged no more
than 24 hours before the expiration date of
your current subscription period. Your autorenewal will be disabled, however, if a publication raises its subscription price. If you opt to
begin paying for a subscription during a free
trial, billing will begin immediately, not at the
end of the trial period. And you’ll be able to
manage all your subscriptions through a new
section in your iTunes account.
Interestingly, it appears as though Apple
has ceded the ability to access customer information to publishers—a key point of contention in the publishing industry’s march
towards iOS distribution. The new terms state
that the iTunes Store may ask for permission
to provide your name, e-mail address, and zip
code to publishers for marketing purposes
(the terms are not specific, but it also suggests
that you have the ability to decline this access
on an individual basis). Once publishers have
that information, they are free to use it according to their own privacy policies.
At least one major question still remains
with the introduction of subscriptions: what
is Apple’s cut? Apple’s terms thus far for the
App Store specify that it gets 30 percent
of all apps and in-app purchases. That has
been a big number for some companies to
swallow, especially when much of the content and infrastructure is being developed
by the content provider, and not by Apple.

Verizon to throttle data
speeds for heaviest users
02.03.11
Jim Dalrymple, cnetNews

Symantec Exposes Innovative
Malware
01.31.11
By Neil J. Rubenking, PCMAG.COM

I get e-mail messages every day from security vendors describing trends in malware,
identifying the current most-wanted list, or reporting on new threats they’ve seen. Few of
these seem worth writing about, though I read the details for my own edification.
However, in a recent meeting, Patrick Gardner, the senior director of development for Symantec’s STAR (Security Technology and Response) group, showed me a couple of real eye-openers.
“Everyone knows” that the huge majority of viruses, Trojans, and other malicious software
are written for the Windows platform. There are just so many more Windows boxes out
there that it hardly pays to target MacOS or Linux. Sure, there are a handful of Mac viruses
and even some Linux-platform threats. Sophos, Symantec, and ESET, among others, offer
antivirus products for the Mac. But Windows is the main target for most.
Gardner introduced me to what Symantec calls Trojan.Jnanabot, an equal-opportunity,
cross-platform bot that will infect Windows, MacOS, or Linux. Not surprisingly, it’s written
mostly in Java, the “write once run anywhere” language. Jnanabot spreads by posting links
in a victim’s social-networking accounts and sending attacks based on friend lists. The initial
platform-independent Java script downloads platform-specific components to complete
the infection. As the following chart shows, most of the real-world infections that Symantec
has detected are Windows systems, but there’s a sizeable chunk running Mac OS.
Facebook attacks are growing more common, and they’re going beyond simple clickjacking attacks that drive traffic to fan pages.
A threat that Symantec calls W32.Yimfoca.B
(where do they get these names?) holds
your Facebook account for ransom. It won’t
let you log on until you complete one of
several surveys. The surveys themselves are
legitimate, and the perpetrator gets paid
as much as $1 for each “referral.” Talk about
monetization! If you see a warning like the
one below when you try to enter Facebook,
you’ve got trouble.
STAR team researchers have also discovered new threats that run entirely on
the Facebook backend, with nothing at all
downloaded to your local computer. These
malicious apps rely on the fact that Facebook apps commonly request way more access to your account than they really need.

Users become accustomed to clicking
OK without really thinking about what
sort of access they’re granting.
By reverse-engineering one such threat
the team managed to create a sample
backend-only Facebook “threat.” They deliberately built it with no ability to spread
automatically, for safety. In a virtualized
real-world demo Gardner showed me
how such an app can easily list all of your
friends, send them Facebook messages,
and post anything at all on your wall.
Malware is big business, and like any big
business the most successful players are
those who can innovate and stay ahead of
the rest. The big security vendors are holding the line, but it’s more important than
ever to keep your antivirus or security suite
100 percent up-to-date.
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Tip: Change click-renaming
speed in the Finder

In addition to long delays, a slow double-click setting may also lead to inadvertent opening of a file when you are
trying to rename it using the mouse. My
recommendation when setting the double-click speed is to set it to the fastest
setting (the one with the shortest delay)
and then use your system as you normally would. If you are finding it difficult
to open files when double-clicking, then
lower the setting one notch and try using
the system again. Keep doing this until
opening and other double-click behaviors work as expected.
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